Category 1
Rooney makes sure that his athletes
have a solid base of fitness before the
real storm hits. “This is the first stage,
and I don’t care if you’re seasoned,
you have to have a baseline,” he says.
Set a treadmill at 16km/h and a 10
percent incline, jump on and sprint
for 25 seconds, then get off. Wait until
your heart rate returns to 120bpm
before getting back on the treadmill.
Perform nine sets. After a couple of
weeks — longer if your heart rate
takes minutes to recover — move up
to Category 2.

Category 2
“Once you’re conditioned and
I know you’re not going have a
nervous-system meltdown and
throw up, we can move up to the
next stage,” says Rooney. “From
now on there are two exercises
performed between each sprint,
and you rest as needed.” At
this stage, stick to bodyweight
exercises. “Nothing too stressful,”
says Rooney. “You’re getting
used to using your body and
mind in a fatigued state.”
Intervals 1-3: Medicine
ball press-up, V-sit
Intervals 4-6: Lunge,
mountain climber
Intervals 7-9: Press-up, squat

Use 30-50
percent of your
one-rep max for
each move — it’ll
feel tough after
the sprints.
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Category 3

Once you’ve established a base level of fitness, this is where you’ll do much of your
training, using a weighted barbell alongside sprints to build strength and cardio. Follow
the workout over the next three pages to experience a typical Category 3 Hurricane.

Superset 1

1A

Close-grip
snatch

Reps: 10
> Hold the bar in front of
your thighs with your hands
roughly shoulder-width apart.
> Lift the bar powerfully,
ducking under the bar to
“catch” it with straight arms
at the top of the move.
> Stand up straight.

1B

Overhead
split jerk

Reps: 10
> Hold the bar at the

top of your chest, in the
position you would use
for an overhead press.
> Drop into a lunge at the
same time as you push the
bar upwards, and “catch”
it with straight arms.
> Stand up straight, and lower
the bar to begin the next rep.

Turn over

for the rest of
the Category
3 Hurricane
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Category 3

The second and third supersets of your Category 3 Hurricane workout.

2A

Superset 2

High Pull

Reps: 10
> With your hands

shoulder-width apart,
explosively pull the bar
up to your collarbone,
allowing your elbows to
come out to the sides.
> Lower the bar
under control.

3A

Superset 3

Standing
triceps
extension

Reps: 10
> Hold the bar overhead,
keeping your body upright.

> Bring the bar behind

your head without leaning
forwards, then ‘pull’ it back
to the top of the move.
> If this hurts your wrists
with a barbell, use an
E-Z bar or substitute
in a different move.
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2B

Bent-over
row

Reps: 10
> Lean forward at the

hips, keeping your back
straight. Tense your
core muscles to stabilise
your body, and grip the
bar with your hands
shoulder-width apart.
> Squeeze your shoulder
blades together and
pull the bar in to your
sternum. Lower slowly
to the start position.

3B

Standing
barbell
curl

Reps: 10
> Stand tall with your
shoulders back and core
braced, holding the bar
with your hands just
outside your hips.
> Curl the bar upwards
without rocking back to
gain momentum. Lower
slowly to the start.

Category 4

Now things are getting tough. “This is where you’ll start
to use heavy resistance exercises,” says Rooney. “The
weight should be relatively light because you’ll be tired.”
Intervals 1-3: Bench press, pull-up
Intervals 4-6: Weighted dip, barbell curl
Intervals 7-9: Weighted lunge, dumbbell pullover

Category 5

“There have been very few documented Category 5 hurricanes,”
says Rooney. “Likewise, I use this sparingly, for our guys to
test themselves — we won’t do it in the run-up to a fight.”
Intervals 1-3: Tyre flip, sandbag lift
Intervals 4-6: Rope pull, towel chin-up
Intervals 7-9: Farmer’s walk, sled push
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